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Superconductivity and electronic structure of perovskite MgCNi3
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The electronic structure, stability, electron-phonon coupling, and superconductivity of the nonoxide perov-
skite MgCNi3 are studied using density functional calculations. The band structure is dominated by a Nid
derived density of states peak just below the Fermi energy, which leads to a moderate Stoner enhancement,
placing MgCNi3 in the range where spin fluctuations may noticeably affect transport, specific heat, and
superconductivity, providing a mechanism for reconciling various measures of the couplingl. Strong electron-
phonon interactions are found for the octahedral rotation mode and may exist for other bond angle bending
modes. The Fermi surface contains nearly canceling hole and electron sheets that give unusual behavior of
transport quantities particularly the thermopower. The results are discussed in relation to the superconductivity
of MgCNi3.
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The discovery1 of superconductivity in the nonoxide pe
ovskite MgCNi3, with critical temperatureTc'8 K, raises
the questions of how superconductivity appears in such a
rich phase and its relationship to other unusual supercond
ing phases, particularly the Ni, Pd, and Pt borocarbides
boronitrides2,3 and PdH.4–8 These possibly related materia
have relatively high values ofTc and high concentrations o
magnetic or near-magnetic group 8 elements but differ
underlying physics.

Typically, but not always, perovskites are distorted by
freezing in of unstable zone boundary rotational phonon
form structures like the Pnma, GdFeO3 structure or off-
centerings like those that produce ferroelectricity as
BaTiO3. This is due to the importance of ionic and cent
interactions in many perovskites; the stability of the ide
cubic structure depends on a balance betweenA-site cation-
anion and theB-site cation-anion interactions. In the mino
ity that are truly cubic, there are often soft anharmo
phonons of displacive character, as, e.g., in KTaO3 and/or
rotational character~the combination common in Pb base
perovskites!.9

According to refinements,1 MgCNi3 is stoichiometric with
only a very small, 4% carbon deficiency and occurs in
ideal cubic perovskite structure. The ambient tempera
lattice parameter is 3.812 Å, which yields a C-Ni bo
length of 1.906 Å . Considering that Mg is expected to o
cur as Mg21 and so the CNi3 subunit as negatively charged
this bond may be considered short. As such, strong N
covalent interactions are expected. If so and if bonding
antibonding electronic states associated with this are pre
at the Fermi energyEF , strong electron phonon couplin
~EPC! may be expected. Theoretical studies of the electro
structure and phonons showed that in fact EPC’s associ
with relatively hard modes that modulate strong bonds
volving Ni and first row elements play an important role
the superconductivity of the borocarbides and nitrides.10–12

On the other hand, the perovskite topology and the f
that Mg likely acts as a simple cation that is electronica
inactive nearEF suggests that perhaps low frequency anh
monic modes play an important role. In particular, phon
modes, like that associated with the octahedral rotation,
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modulate the C-Ni-C bond angles, which in this structure
expected to be important in the hopping associated with
tallic conduction. The crystal structure may be conceptua
viewed as expandedf cc Ni with 25% of the sites replaced
by Mg and C interstitials in octahedral sites. The bands t
should be narrow and transition metal-like aroundEF with a
higher filling than in pure Ni. This suggests some analo
with the band structure of PdH,5,8 also an expanded group
metal with a higher filling. The main difference is the impo
tant role of C as hopping mediator in MgCNi3, as discussed
below.

The present experimental situation is confusing. Tunn
ing and upper critical field measurements were reported
Mao et al.13 These characterize MgCNi3 as a strong coupling
superconductor with an unusually large reduced energy g
2D(0)/kTc'10, near the upper theoretical limit14 for s-wave
superconductivity. However, the specific heat jum
DC(Tc)/kTc'1.9 suggests moderatel&1 coupling.14 Fur-
thermore, they suggested that MgNiC3 may be a non-s su-
perconductor, based on observation of a zero-bias anom
~often, but not always, due to a sign-changing order para
eter!. This implies an analogy with metallic Pd where sup
conductivity is not observed, but a possible spin fluctuat
mediated mechanism was discussed, or Sr2RuO4, which is
apparently a triplet superconductor due to spin fluctuation15

On the other hand, doping with Co, a likely magnetic imp
rity, rapidly decreases the superconducting volume,16,17 and
the same effect, but stronger, is found with Mn.17 Cu doping,
however, reducesTc without suppressing the superconduc
ing fraction.16 This is consistent with expectations fors-wave
pairing in a rigid band model. Haywardet al.16 reported a
calculated electronic density of states~DOS! that shows a
large peak just belowEF and speculated about the impo
tance of magnetic fluctuations based on this.16 In this regard,
doping on the MgA-site may be illuminating as rigid ban
behavior may be more likely in that case.

Here we report electronic structure calculations focus
on these issues. These were done in the local density
proximation~LDA ! ~Ref. 18! with the general potential lin-
earized augmented planewave~LAPW! method.19 Well con-
verged zone samplings and basis sets, including lo
07-1
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orbitals20 to treat the Mg semicore states and relax lineari
tion errors for the Nid bands were used. The experimen
lattice constant ofa53.82 Å was used~our calculated LDA
lattice parameter is 1.7% smaller as is typical for this a
proximation!. We study the band structure and Fermiolog
the susceptibility and proximity to magnetism, transport c
efficients and selected phonon modes, and electron-pho
couplings. Transport coefficients were determined using
netic theory21 with zone integrations using LAPW eigenva
ues on a grid of 2925k points in the irreducible 1/48 wedge

The band structure and DOS are shown in Figs. 1 an
The Fermi surfaces are in Fig. 3. As expected, Mg play
minor role in the bands in the valence region.~There is a
weak Ni d-Mg s bonding interaction. TheG point state at
26 eV has Mg-Ni bonding character with the correspon
ing antibonding state at13 eV. This covalency is localized
aroundG.! Octahedral coordination is unfavorable for form
tion of C sp hybrids, so not surprisingly the Cs orbitals are
also inactive. They occur around212 eV ~relative toEF)
and are not shown. The valence region, which extends f
27.1 eV to11 eV is therefore derived from the 15 Nid
and 3 Cp orbitals filled by 34 electrons. The Cp orbitals are
strongly hybridized with Nid, and are located below most o
the d states. So in the first approximation they can be in
grated out and the bands near the Fermi level can be
lyzed in terms of the Nid states.

The unusual twofold linear Ni coordination by C mak
some of the bands very narrow. For instance, Ni~x! yz and
y22z2, Ni~y! zx andz22x2, and Ni~x! xy andx22y2 orbit-
als do not disperse in the nearest-neighbor approxima
~NNA! as they have no C orbitals to hop through.22 The
remaining nine orbitals form three independent manifol
consisting of Ni~x! xy, Ni~z! yz, and Ni~y! y22r 2 orbitals,
coupled via Cpy and the two corresponding combinatio
~i.e., px andpz). Interestingly, in the NNA, one of the thre
resulting bands in each manifold, the one that involves
antibonding combination of thet2g orbitals, is nonbonding
again. The result is three bonding, three nonbonding,
three antibonding bands. Two of these antibonding ba
crossEF . In the large crystal field limit~relative to the small
widths!, these have a simple dispersion proportional

FIG. 1. LDA band structure of MgCNi3 . EF is at 0.
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sin(akx/2)21sin(aky/2)2 etc., which naturally makes them
flat for a number of high-symmetry directions. This is r
flected in the Fermi surface~Fig. 3!. The lower band pro-
ducesG centered rounded cube shaped electron sections
a narrow low weight jungle gym along theR2M lines also
containing electrons. The upper band~Fig. 3 bottom! forms a
two-sheet Fermi surface consisting of pancaked squares
tered at theX points and ovoids along theG2R lines, both
holelike. The flat square shape reflects weak dispersion o
underlying band alongX2M and strong dispersion alon
X2G @The quasi-two-dimensional behavior is becau
sin(akx/2)21sin(aky/2)2 does not disperse alongz.# NearG,
where these bands make up the threefold degenerate
~this is the second one belowEF), the dispersion is due to
direct Ni-Ni dds hopping. Turning to the two bands tha
crossEF , the lower band forms the more interesting hea
sheet of Fermi surface aroundX. At an M point, say~110!,
sin(akx/2)21sin(akz/2)2 and sin(aky/2)21sin(akz/2)2 are de-
generate and their hybridization via Ni~x! xy and Ni~y! xy
orbitals is proportional to cos(akx/2)cos(aky/2) and vanishes
nearM, which is why they are heavy. On loweringEF , theX
centered squares grow grow, as does DOS atEF , N(EF),
until they meet at theM points and the topology changes.

The value ofN(EF) is 4.99 eV21 on a per formula unit

FIG. 2. Electronic DOS~upper panel! of MgCNi3 as calculated
within the LDA. The dashed line is thed contribution within the Ni
LAPW spheres of radius 2.04a0. The lower panel is a blow up
aroundEF .
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basis. Two recent non-full-potential studies obtain differi
values. Dugdale and Jarlborg report 6.35 and 3.49 eV21 de-
pending on the exact method they employ,23 while Shim and
Min obtain 5.34 eV21, which is much closer to the prese
result.24 These differences are significant as they control
proximity to magnetism. In particular, the susceptibilit
x(0), is determined byN(EF)/(12N(EF)I ), whereI is the
Stoner parameter, and the denominator contains a small
ference involvingN(EF). Comparing our calculated full po
tential N(EF) with the experimental linear coefficientg
'10 mJ/moleNiK2, we obtain a specific heat renormaliz
tion g/gband52.6. The calculated plasma frequency is\vP
53.25 eV. The calculated Hall number is21.3
31022 cm23. This agrees well with the measured value
Li et al.25 The constant scattering time approximation th
mopower,S, is p type except at very lowT below 10 K
where it isn type consistent with the Hall number.S is very
small ~less than 1mV/K) below 150 K but then rises more
rapidly reaching 5mV/K at 300 K and 16mV/K at 600 K.
Both the Hall number and the thermopower are controlled
the competition between the hole and electron pockets

FIG. 3. Calculated Fermi surfaces. The top panel is from
lower band and shows eight zones. The rounded cube section
centered atG, while the thin jungle gym is along theM2R lines.
The bottom panel is from the upper band, showing dimpled squ
shaped sections centered atX and ovoids alongG2R.
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comparable size, which leads, for instance, to the unusuT
dependence of thermopower. Using the calculatedvP and
the measured resistivity1,25 in the Bloch-Gruneisen formula
dr/dT5(8p2/\vP

2 )kBl tr , we obtainl tr'121.6, though
we note that this extraction ofl tr is sensitive to sample
quality.

The simplest estimate ofl from zone center frozen
phonon calculations is not applicable to cubic perovski
since no zone-center modes couple by symmetry. Howe
one can use frozen-phonon zone-corner calculations for
purpose, as in Ref. 26. The relevant formula is

l5(
nq

lnq'
2

N↑vnq
(

n
^ugnu2& (

n,m,k,q
d~«n,k¿q!d~«m,k!

52N↑(
n

^ugnu2/vnq&.

HereN↑ is the per spin DOS atEF , andgn is an electron-
ion matrix element from the derivative of the crystal pote
tial with respect to the dimensionless phonon coordinate~see
Ref. 26 for details!. To get qualitative information on the
EPC, we focus on twoR-point phonons. These are the oct
hedral rotation and the fully symmetric breathing mode. T
former mode changes the C-Ni-C bond angles, but not
bond lengths in lowest order, while the latter is a pure bo
stretching mode. The calculated frequencies are 105 cm21

and 349 cm21, respectively.
To estimate the matrix element, we selected several po

on the intersection line of thek andk1q Fermi surfaces, and
fitted the bands in the nearby region with the second-or
perturbation theory, and then averaged the resulting ma
element. We included three intersection points, whereg does
not vanish by symmetry, for the breathing mode, and 7 po
for the rotational mode. Assuming that averaging overq does
not changeg2, we find for the breathing model'0.005 and
for the rotational model'1.2. The latter dominates becau
of its nearly four times larger deformation potential and
15 times smaller denominatorMv2. Because of the mode
degeneracy, this corresponds to a total rotational mo
l rot'3.6. However, in oxide perovskites, thisR25 rotation
mode usually stiffens rapidly away from the zone bounda
reflecting the rigidity of the O octahedra. Here such a st
ening may also be expected. Thus, the zone averagedl will
likely be considerable smaller, but probably still substant
In any case, it can be said that the stiff C-Ni bond stretch
modes are apparently not significant contributors to the E
while rotational~and probably other C-Ni-C bond bending!
modes are strongly coupled. Note that the popular ri
muffin-tin potential method is hard to apply here: for tran
tion metals, it is known to overestimate EPC, and Ni is in
low-symmetry position. Most importantly, with such a larg
disparity of the contributions from different modes, there
no telling beforehand, which average phonon frequen
should be used in calculatingl. Note that the estimate ob
tained in such a way is rather qualitative and full linea
response calculations of EPC are highly desirable.

As mentioned, possible nearness a magnetism could
ceivably play an important role. To investigate this, we ha
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calculated spin susceptibility directly from the variation
the total energy with small imposed magnetizations~ranging
from 0.1 to 0.7 mB per cell! in fixed spin moment calcula
tions, dEtot5x21m2/25(N↑

212I )m2/4, where I is the
Stoner factor, characterizing intraatomic exchange~for a
compound like MgCNi3 , I is expected to be close to 1/3 o
the pure Ni value of 1.16 eV, probably slightly reduced b
cause of hybridization with C!. It appears thatdEtot(m) no-
ticeably deviates from the quadratic behavior. This is

pected in extended Stoner theory,27 where an averageÑ(m)

is substituted forN↑ . With Ñ(m), the above expressio
gives a good description ofdEtot(m) up to m<0.6mB with
an only weaklym dependentI'0.95/3 eV. Self-consisten
virtual crystal calculations corresponding to a 10% repla
ment of Mg by a monovalent element~Na in the calculations
but with the lattice parameter fixed — so Li or a 5% M
deficiency may be a better experimental analogue! produced
a borderline ferromagnetic ground state with a very low
ergy gain and a moment of 0.25mB /cell.

The susceptibility renormalization (12IN↑)21'5, and
x52.731024 emu/moleNi, somewhat larger than the r
ported experimental value16 of 1.7/times1024 emu/moleNi.
This number is expected to be very sensitive to doping,
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composition, due to the near cancellation in the denomina
Perhaps the difference with experiment can be understoo
these terms, e.g., if the 4% of C vacancies lead to a hig
effective band filling. If the Stoner renormalization is inde
'5, this signals presence of significant spin fluctuations.
compare with, in Sr2RuO4, where xexp/x0'728,28 spin
fluctuations are believed to cause triplet superconductiv
and in Pd metal, where it is'9,29 spin fluctuations destroy
superconductivity which would otherwise exist due to t
sizable (l*0.5) EPC. Importantly, the effect of spin fluctua
tions on mass renormalization, transport, and supercond
ing properties is very different: essentially, in the first tw
cases, the coupling constants add, while for supercondu
ity they add in the mass renormalization term, and subtrac
the pairing term.„In the strong couplingTc is not propor-
tional to exp@2(11l)/l#, but rather exp@2(11lph
1lspin)/(lph2lspin)#.… This may explain the inconsistency be
tween coupling constants determined from different exp
ments.

In any case, the present results underscore certain s
larities with PdH in terms of band structure and magne
renormalizations, as well as with the borocarbides. Howe
the fact that the most important phonons are Ni bon
bending modes places MgCNi3 in a unique class of its own
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